
Messages in chronological order (times are shown in GMT -07:00) 

~ 
Native Messac chat34283988433348671 

-.,,~02 ~ 2:06 P!VI 

From~ I found a Plumas News article that says we de-energized the trans lines at 

firefighters request. I emailed the editor asking that it be corrected. Will email you with the 

corrected version. ~ 

2:06 

2:{}7 PIVI: 

Liked "From ~1 found a Plumas News article that says we de-energized the trans lines 
at firefighters request. I emailed the editor asking that it be corrected. Will email you with the 
corrected version. ~" 

2:07 Pi\4 

Also, Plumas has now been fully islanded 

~.08 P~’i 

No customers remain out in that area 

Copy that. 

2:08 P !\4 

A Firm. 

2:i ~ plVl: 

Copy, working my way up to the ICP at Flea Mtn. 

2:i2 Pb’i 

2:36 

HeYI, bow’s the 81PT work coming along? What are your priorities for pre treating? Thanks! 

2:4.1 P 

He’s probably in the canyon ~ but priorities are the Bucks Creek from Rock Greek east 
along Hwy 70. About .SO poles and then move around to the Big Bend at Flea Mtn 

2:41 Pivl 
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o.a~ PM 

~also to confirm ~-@fire.ca.gov and~@fire.ca.gov are the GIS 
contacts. ~is spelled as stated. Also. attached image is recent MODIS perimeter. 

2:53 Pf~4 

IMG 0864.HEIC 

AttachmenL IMG=O854.H[E/C (2 

2:55 PIVl 

The official acreage is 1,100. The perimeter in the image is 600+ acres 

2:57 PM 

If you can draw on that map by hand in an hour from now, I’ll make a .kmz and forward that to GIS 

3:00 Pk4~ 

Copy, they are setting up POD runner with LTE so I should be able to draw it on Maps+ image and 
email or text you. Give me that hour 

3:03 PM 

3:42 PM 

3:43 PM 

Here is an image sketch of the fire. It looks different then the MODIS but talking with~ 
~ he thinks is fairly accurate if you want to have GIS work from that image to digitize 
perimeter. 

AttachmenL IMG=O033. heic (214 KB} 

4:00 PM 

Ok. In making a .kmz of this, it roughly sketches out 700 acres. Has it turned northeast a little more 
than the sketch shows? Hard to tell I know...? 

4:05 PK4~ 

Well my sketch is different that the MODIS perimeter, but that was based on~ stating that he 
thought the fire was more to the north in Swamp Creek at the head rather then to the west. So 
yeah, it’s a SWAG. 

4:06 PM 

4:07 PM 

Can you send me your MODIS link? I can’t find my bookmark 
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4:17 

Disregard...found it 

4:24. PM 

5:05 PM 

Unread 

5:06 PM 

Gentlemen, I need an incident update for an 1800 HAWC report. Thanks! 

5:31 PiVl 

~They are still calling 1100 acres, 0% contained as they have not had the opportunity to 
map it. They have a NIROPS flight scheduled for tonight that should provide better data. Here is 
there box about QR code for that and other products. 

Attaci~ment: ift4G.=0863. HEiC (/ b’iB) 

5:37" PM 

Thanks! 

5:38 PM 

5:47 PM 

Tonight’s incident report for the HAWC and map update are completed. Next report will be needed 
by 0830 tomorrow morning. You guys be safe and have a good evening. Let me know if you need 
anything additional 

5:48 PM 

Liked "Tonight’s incident report for the HAWC and map update are completed. Next report will be 
needed by 0830 tomorrow morning. You guys be safe and have a good evening. Let me know if 
you need anything additional" 

5:49 P!Vl 

Copy, I’m currently waiting for Scada confirmation for Bucks 1101 

5:49 PM 

Copy 
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